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Club Corner 
Jan 11th 2006  E.R.P.S. “Nelson 850” An update on progress and some Narrow Gauge slides 
   Presented by Neil Kearns. 
Feb 8th    J.O.G.L.E. or “Mad Morris Men” a presentation by Paul Clarke 
Mar 8th    AGM - 7:30pm.  
April 12th   Jack and Anne Bath – Archive Cine Films something for everyone. 
May 10th  ‘Exbury’ ladies Night? – The Gardens at their best, our annual visit. 
 

Other Dates of Interest 
 
 

Jan 1st 2006  “Frostbite”   Soup and Steam 

Jul 8/9th  Guidford Rally - New Date to miss “Guilfest” 
 
 

******   Southampton Society of Model Engineers Ltd  ****** 
******  Our Open Weekend will be  ****** 

******  April 15/16th  ****** 
 
 
 
 

Chairman   Secretary   Editor 
Mr Tony Hoile.   Mrs Mollie Giles.  Mr Paul Clarke. 
West House Cottage,  158 Athelstan Road,  28 Conifer Road, 
Southhill,Droxford.   Bitterne Park,   Coxford, 
Hants.    Hants.    Hants. 
SO32 3PB   SO19 4DJ   SO16 5FX 

 
For any other info email (notrains2002@ntlworld.com) Paul Clarke. 

 
 

Wanted Engineers 
 
 Following the request for help in refurbishing the rolling stock as mentioned in the last newsletter now is the 
time to put your name forward. I must remind members who use the club rolling stock that it has to meet HSE 
guide lines for us to operate. To lessen the race against time it was suggested that the work load was spread over 
the winter months. Please contact Steve Titley for further details. 
 
 Progress has been slow to get going on the above items. At the time of writing two members of the committee 
are the only ones active in this area? 
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Club Regalia 
 
 We now have a fairly comprehensive selection of club regalia for sale to members. 
Cloth badges for sewing onto overalls/driving jackets etc. £4.50 
Sweat shirts. £13 
Polo Shirts. £11 
Stick on stickers for either inside or outside application i.e. sticky on front or back. £2 
 Available from Mollie Giles 

 
 

Christmas Dinner 
SS Shieldhall December 14th 2005 

 
By the time you read this the dinner will be over and the Figgie puddings eaten. 
 

The Water Board Works 
From the Committee 

 The Water board’s contractors have had a site meeting with several members of the committee present. As 
most of you will be aware the relaying of the ‘Woodmill’ to Cobden bridge section of the work started at the end of 
October, with the contractors taking over the ‘Woodmill’ car park to store their equipment and stores. We were 
contacted by the contractors some months ago when the first proposal was to dig a trench to lay a new water 
main 18” dia. To replace a ‘weak’ plastic pipe. This would have meant a trench across both of the tracks in two 
places at an oblique angle, probably effecting some hundred feet of track both seven and a quarter and the raised 
five and three and a half inch tracks. How the ground would have settled after is matter for conjecture.  
 A decision to change the method to be used, driven by no one knowing exactly what was buried when the site 
was reclaimed. The system to be used is to pull a plug through the old plastic pipe breaking it open as it goes then 
to pull a steel pipe through the same hole. Ironic, to be replacing plastic with steel in this day and age. They intend 
doing lengths of approximately one hundred and fifty metres at a time with ‘small’ access pits at the joints. One of 
which will be in the reverse curve were there has to be a stop valve chamber which sounds big but in fact we will 
only see a manhole cover as the pit will be covered, they have excepted that this pit may be moved along the pipe 
which will move it away from the track. Incidentally the map used by the contractors and presumably the council 
does not show the line of the seven and a quarter track? They cannot predict ground heave problems as it will 
depend on the make up of the soil. They have undertaken to survey the track likely to be effected by the works 
before and after. Sods law says that the shallowest part of the entire pipeline is of course right under our track! 
The pipe is only perhaps a metre down it is more luck than judgement that we did not hit the main when we 
replaced our supply from the stop cock a few years ago! Hopefully our open weekend will not be effected by the 
works as the contractors have to be gone from the park by the end of March. They have projected to be in our 
area at the end of January.  
 Keep your fingers crossed that the pipe slides in nice and smoothly as the consequences of it getting stuck are 
to horrendous to contemplate for long, they have to replace anything that the works make a mess of  and they are 
very much aware that it is not as simple as it looks super-elevation etc.  
 
 
 
 
 

Results of the EGM 9th November 2005 
 Having called an EGM to discuss the subscription rate for the coming year and also to try and reduce the 
accountant’s bill for the coming year. 
 It was found on the point of the accountant’s bill. That due to our registration as a friendly society we are 
unable to change our auditors at an EGM and this can only be carried out at an AGM. This is due to our accounts 
being scrutinised by the FSA. This procedure protects the officers of the Society. Unfortunately this also means it 
has cost us another year’s accountant’s bill above what we could have paid. 
 
 On the point of the subscription rate it has been unanimously voted that the subscription to the Society be 
raised to the princely some of £12.50 per annum or 24.03 pence per week!  
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FIRE FLY - The Finishing Touches. 
Robin Wallace -Sims 

 
The official launch of FIRE FLY was on 30th April 2005.  She ran well, showering the first train load of 
dignitaries (some in Victoria costume) with a wet sooty wash!  The problem was, due to some last minute track 
work, that it had not been possible to warm the cylinders through before the inaugural train. 
 
Observant members will have noted that one prominent feature of the original design was absent, i.e. the very 
prominent brass “haycock” cover over the firebox.   In the original design this would have covered the similarly 
shaped pressurised haycock firebox.  In our age of health and safety and blame culture it was considered too 
difficult to get a modern version through the bureaucracy.  So we settled for a plain round topped firebox.  Thus 
the brass haycock cover is purely decorative. 
 
The reason for the absence of the haycock at the launch was partly due to the disruption to work and the 
temporary loss of a power supply resulting from the move to the broad gauge track.  In retrospect it is obvious 
that we could not possibly have finished it in time. 
 
Some of the early photographs of the engine on the broad gauge show a wood and steel “armature” above the 
firebox.  This was the skeleton upon which the haycock was to be built. 
 
When it was complete the armature was moved to my home workshop.  I then, using heat, a variety of 
hammers, a length of rail and variously shaped lumps of steel beat 37 separate 3mm brass panels to fit the 
armature (Fig 1.)  They were temporarily attached with wood screws.  Where the panels met they were joined 
using riveted brass lap straps (Fig 2.)  Plumbers solder was then run into the joints. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG 1 
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FIG 2 

 
 
 
Relays of Fire Fly trust members visited to help knock and grind irregularities out of the fitted panels.  They 
also started the “painting the Forth Bridge” operation of polishing the 40 square feet of brass sheet! 
 
The completed haycock was then returned to Didcot Fig 3, (with me looking pleased with myself).  A trial fitting 
showed that there was a good match with no distortion. 
 
However several other jobs needed to be done before the boiler could be steamed with the haycock in 
position.  These included lagging the firebox with rock wool (the barrel was already lagged with wood).  A 
linkage had to be arranged to operate the brake ejector steam valve from the location of what would have been 
a scum cock.  (No vacuum brake in 1840 but essential now.) 
 
We also had to make and a fit a vent pipe to ensure that steam from a modern type of safety valve exhausted 
through the bonnet of the dummy Salter safety valve.  The whistle and whistle valve had to be fitted in the 
correct location on the haycock rather than it’s temporary one on the fountain. 
The haycock has now been fitted permanently and really finishes the engine off. 
 
With Fire Fly sitting quietly in the Transfer Shed with it’s Brunelian timber roof I almost get the feeling that I am 
being drawn into a Bourne lithograph. (Fig 4). 
 
The first, run with the haycock in position was Saturday 27th August 2005.  Unfortunately in the evening, the 
driver reported a fault with the regulator.  Several GWS and Fire Fly trust members (including myself then 
spent the best part of two days trying to find what turned out to be a red herring!  The engine was steamed on 
the Monday evening and ran faultlessly. 
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FIG 3 

 
 
 

FIG 4 
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Subscriptions 2006 

New Subscription Rates Apply 

Subscriptions will be due on the 1st January2006 for the coming year, and will be collected until 28th 
February2006, after which date an additional £1.00 will need to be paid as technically membership would have 
ceased on that date. 

 Subscription Rate is £12.50 (twelve pounds fifty pence) per annum and £5.00 (five) pounds for junior 
membership. 

 Personal Insurance of £1.50 is also due for those members requiring to be thus covered. 

 Subscriptions (Cheques or Cash, but cheques preferred – made payable to ‘Southampton Society of 
Model Engineers Ltd’). Can be Paid at Riverside Park on January the 1st 2006 (Frost Bite) or the general meetings 
on January 11th and February 8th; otherwise by post to the Membership Secretary. 

Mrs M, Giles, 158 Athelstan Road, Bitterne Park, Southampton. SO19 4DJ 

Subscriptions are due on the 1st January 2006 

New Subscription Rates Apply 

Notice of Annual General Meeting 2006 

The AGM will be held on Wednesday 8th March 2006. The venue will be the Locomotive Engineers Club, Station 
Hill, Eastleigh, Hants. SO50 9FJ. Commencing 7:30pm 

Agenda 

1/ Chairman to open meeting and receive apologies, 
2/ Minutes of last AGM 
3/ Matters arising, 
4/ Chairman’s report, 
5/ Treasurer’s report, 
6/ The President, 
7/ Life members, 
8/ Election of officers, 
9/ Election of Auditors, 
10/ Items raised by members. 

Any member wishing to raise a question at the AGM must do so in writing. The letter to be with the secretary no 
later than 21 (Twenty one) days before the meeting. 
 

Club Meeting Roundup 
  
 Meetings held in the new venue seem to have been reasonably well received on the whole. Dick Rattcliffe was 
heard to say he had met Bill Perrett in the same room some fifty years previous as a member of the cycling club 
that met their.  
 Back to the here and now or first meeting was an illustrated talk by Ian Wilson of Exbury Gardens who filled us 
in on some of the history of the garden and its railway. Followed the next month by a talk by Tony Pearce ‘Markie’ 
who gave us a talk on his life in engineering and brought along a sample of his wares, as the proprietor of ‘Markie’ 
 

Kempton Park Pumping Station opening times etc 
By Don Cottle 

Details of Kempton - 1,000 H.P., 200 p,s,i., 800 tons, 62ft. high, & 15r.p.m.  
Guided steaming tours usually about 2 (consecutive) days per month. Not December.  
Prices Adults £5, & OAP’s £4 (Children £2.50) refreshments available.  
Usually non steam tours every Tuesday and Thursday. + Also every Sunday when not in steam. March 13th- 
November 6th 2006. Price £3 (Concessions on request). Opening times 11:00am – 4:00pm. 
As the main gate is unmanned, button on main gate marked 'Trust' should be pressed in order to gain entry. 
Car parking is under elevated section of A316, (A continuation of the M3). 
Disabled lift, shop and toilets. Also now a registered ' National Monument- No.153'.  
It is known to be largest steamable engine in the world. 
In the past pre-1980 when it originally shut down we had at least 2 visits there, plus some others in that area, & 
Kempton had its own railway at one time, I will investigate if there is any chance of the railway being replaced next 
time I go to Malden.   
The Kempton Great Engines Trust Ltd.  - Telephone No. 01932-765328 for steam dates in 2006 
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